Dated: 18/07/2021

M.Des (Masters of Design) Admissions (2021-22)

List of Selected Candidates

Instructions to Candidates for Third round of Counselling

In view of the ongoing Corona pandemic, Department of Design is conducting the counselling process online, so as to avoid inconvenience to the candidates. The selected candidates are required to follow these instructions-

1. Please find the tentative list of selected candidates for third round of counselling.
2. Please note that the document verification process is underway. If no discrepancy is found in the documents, the selected candidates will be able to pay the Admission Fees online through their admission portal.
3. The payment of Admission Fees will be through online mode only.
4. **Selected candidates** are required to login in their respective portals on 19th July, 2021. The link for payment of Admission Fees will be active. Upon payment of Admission Fees, the candidate will be granted provisional admission*.
5. The candidate is required to pay the Admission fees latest by 20th July 2021, by 5:00 P.M. Please note that any requests for extension of dates/ time will NOT be entertained.
6. In case the selected candidate has not paid the Admission Fees by the required time, they will forfeit their seats.

NOTE:
- The candidates are advised to NOT wait till the last moment and pay the Admission fees in good time. Any requests for extension of time due to any reason will not be entertained.
- The allotment of seats is done strictly on the basis of merit list.
- The fees for AY 2021-22, 1st Year is Rs. 2,06,000/- (The details are mentioned in the Brochure)

*Admission is subject to the verification of the original documents. Candidates are required to submit all original documents along with 1 set of self-attested photo-copies of the original documents for the purpose of verification, as and when the restrictions for COVID-19 are lifted and students start reporting physically in University to proceed with their curriculum. The original documents will be returned to the students after verification.

**Selected candidates are required to report online to Dy Chairman, MDes Admissions along with the original documents. Mr. Partha Pratim Das, Dy Chairman Mail Id: parthapratimdas@dtu.ac.in
### General Category

| 1. | MDES21000013 | GUR PRASHAD | INTERACTION DESIGN |
| 2. | MDES21000044 | SKAND DOBRIYAL | INTERACTION DESIGN |

### SC Category

| 1. | MDES21000035 | SIDDHARTH | INTERACTION DESIGN |
| 2. | MDES21000113 | ASHISH KUMAR | VISUAL COMMUNICATION |
| 3. | MDES21000088 | PHALGUNI SINGH | INTERACTION DESIGN |
| 4. | MDES21000171 | PRAGYA BISWAS | VISUAL COMMUNICATION |

* Allotted specialization subjected to availability of slots.

** Rakshit Jain & Harsh Mohan Shrivastava denied the available specializations. Hence not considered.
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